26 October 2021

Urgent Open Letter pertaining to Scottish Excess Mortality to:
Scottish Health Officials (CMO / National Clinical Director / Medical & Nursing Directors)

The UK Medical Freedom Alliance is an alliance of medical professionals, scientists, solicitors and lawyers
who are campaigning for Informed Consent, Medical Freedom and Bodily Autonomy to be protected and
preserved.

We are most alarmed by the recent trend in Scottish excess mortality according to the official mortality
data from the National Records of Scotland, as depicted in Figure 1, and wish to ensure that you are fully
aware of this unprecedented change. Excess mortality is very significantly out of range compared to
averages from the last 40 years over the summer / autumn period and continues to rise week on week.
This does not correlate with deaths involving COVID-19, and therefore there must be another factor.
Health policies have drastically changed over the last 18 months. These figures clearly demonstrate that
they have completely failed to reduce all-cause mortality. Moreover, this data shows a most concerning
trend, indicating that something is having a profoundly detrimental effect on health and mortality.
Despite the declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, excess mortality in Scotland
throughout the summer and autumn periods of last year was completely in line with previous averages.
This year however, is very different with significantly raised and steadily rising excess mortality and a
continuing upwards trend, which is in complete incongruence to the proclaimed aim of mass vaccination.
As depicted in Figure 2, the inflection in the trends towards rising excess mortality has occurred in a
staggered fashion according to age groups. It is striking that this age-related pattern correlates with the
age cohort staggered roll-out of the COVID-19 vaccines. This most concerning correlation must be
investigated as a matter of the highest priority and the findings made public.
With this continuing trend which appears unrelated to COVID-19 disease, there is clearly a serious but yet
unidentified threat with the potential for devastating consequences to health and survival of the
Scottish people.

We therefore appeal to you to investigate this serious matter immediately and take urgent appropriate
action to ensure that a further rise to this alarming trend may be mitigated.

UK Medical Freedom Alliance
www.ukmedfreedom.org
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Figure 1

Official Scottish Mortality Data (NRS) (Week 23 – Week 41)

Figure 2

Cumulative excess mortality through summer 2021 stratified by age groups
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